INTRODUCTION

In the course of recent months the COVID-19 pandemic has overturned numerous lives and organizations on an unprecedented scale.

Advanced Locker was dispatched on 1 July 2015. It is an idea presented by the Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi, for expanding the computerized framework, conveying the administrations carefully and for expanding the advanced education of individuals on July 2015. Advanced Locker is one of the critical activities under the computerized India activities, is pointed toward disposing of the use of actual report and empower sharing of e-archives across government offices by means of component to confirm “validity” of the record on the web. Advanced storage is a site or an entryway where one can transfer and store record like PAN Card, identification, mark sheets and degree endorsements. Digital Locker account has a committed distributed storage space that is connected to their Aadhar (UIDAI) number. Occupant archives and carefully sign them utilizing the online sign office.

Towards a Digital Locker was set up by NEGD (NATIONAL EGOVERNANCE DIVISION)/MEITY (MINISTRY OF ELECTRONIC AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY) and countless clients are now utilizing it.

ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic could move the world more rapidly towards Digital Locker application. Advanced Locker is one of the fiercest parts of the Digital India Program. Digital computerized improvements including cloud computer and mobile application have arisen as an impetus for quick mandatory advancement strengthening of inhabitants around the globe. Progressed improvement is like a law that slowly utilizes the everyday presence from retail outlets to government working environments. They assist us with locks in other and all the more with the goal that we share data on the issues and concerns we face.

After that the paper takes an update on what about Digital India with its nine pillars, complexity and transformation.
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Figure 1: Digilocker Online Document Storage Facility
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**REVIEW**

The COVID-19 is an unprecendented situation for the whole world. Therefore it is hard to anticipate that writing should be accessible which has considered such a “at no other time” circumstance. This segment manages the writing accessible on Digital Locker. The writing audit considers different Research papers, diaries, articles, contextual analyses, reactions from the business just as the public authority organizations with respect to its working and progress done as such far.

Anyway coming up next are some significant examination works identified with the subject of this investigation. Previous work was done and investigated to find ideas to read. Porey, Dr. Jayant D. distributed his paper, Digital storage System in India. In his paper he provided a written investigation into the implementation of the Digital Locker Scheme in various states of India up to 2016. He pointed out that the purpose of the policy of advanced storage.

1) is to develop an advanced climate so that one can deal with one's online computer personality.
2) Creating and overseeing the online exchange phase for continuous climate change, and
3) Enabling continuous access to all imaginable records kept on Digital Locker by the occupant.

Kaur, Dr. Harpreet and Kaur, Ushveen in their exploration paper to explain, Government activity for Digital Locker: An Arts in Honor of Undergraduate College Graduates He has tried to test the use of Digital Locker by students working under the University of Delhi. They have developed that to make the Digital Locker strategy a success, the development of e-skills, e-learning and general speaking skills are needed among the community. Computerized signature also ought to be connected with this plan utilizing Aadhar verification.

**METHODOLOGY**

Research Approach

The progressing spread of COVID-19 has become one the greatest danger to the worldwide economy, monetary market and IT businesses. The examination plan of the current paper is fundamentally distinct in nature as the primary reason for the investigation is to discover the perspectives on the respondents with respect to digital locker.

**DATA & RESULT**

India like numerous nations across the globe in taking a few measures including a cross country lockdown, restricting development of the whole populace, closing down open places and transport, and encouraging general society to remain inside, keep up social distances, telecommute and understudies additionally confronting this issue in pandemic. After making our information assortment structure, we sent it to different individuals and gathered information on different parts of their opinion on the not so distant eventual fate of the Digital storage in the day by day life.

The people groups picked for study were from 18-40 years age gathering and chose from three classes of individuals for example understudies (College and University Students), male and female 20 respondents from every classification were chosen arbitrarily.

**Questionnaire**

- How much individuals know about advanced storage in pandemics?
- What is the explanation behind not opening advanced storage in pandemics?

These are a portion of the Questionnaire from the review in COVID-19 which has been useful for me in looking for the aftereffect of what and how the advanced storage can be utilized.

**Table-1**: Awareness about Digital locker in Pandemics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Peoples</th>
<th>Response-Yes</th>
<th>Response-No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that 95% of the understudies chose for the investigation knew about Digital Locker office in COVID-19 being given by Govt. of India. Additionally 90% of the Male knew about Digital Locker in COVID-19. In any case, shockingly just 10
out of 20 for example half of the Females didn’t know about the Digital Locker. The table shows that 73.33% of the complete respondents were very much aware about this office in COVID-19 which demonstrates that mindfulness program of Govt. of India with respect to Digital Locker Facility has been fruitful one.

Table-2: Reasons for not opening Digital locker in Pandemics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Not aware about digital locker</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. No requirement of digital locker</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Risk of document security</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Any other</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because of COVID-19 understudies, Male and Female are not opening Digital storage since they are not solace to open the advanced storage on the grounds that the record is secure or not in digital locker.

Table 2 shows that 8 out of 12 for example 66.67% of the understudy respondents have not opened the computerized storage because of danger of archives' security though 16.67% of the them have no necessity of the equivalent and the 16.66% of the respondents in this classification don’t know about the computerized storage office. As far is the reactions of the Male are concerned 7 out of 9 for example 77.77% of the respondents' purpose behind not opening advanced storage is reports' security danger and 11.11% of them have no prerequisite of the equivalent Table shows that 11 respondents as recently expressed, in financial specialists class, don't know about computerized storage office being given by Govt. of India. Shockingly 5 out of 18 for example 27.78% of the reactions in this class are in favor of no prerequisite of advanced storage while 11.11% of the Male under investigation have not opened the computerized storage because of danger of records' security.

OBJECTIVES

The destinations of this observational examination were to catch "security concern" and "agreeableness" as to utilizing digital locker during Corona virus pandemic circumstance.

- Empower progressed reinforcing of occupants by outfitting them with computerized locker on the cloud.
- Empower for all intents and purposes underwriting of chronicles furthermore, make them open electronically also, online breaking point the use of real report.
- Guarantee authenticity of the e-reports and thusly discard use of fake chronicles.
- Lessen administrative overhead of Govt. Divisions and workplaces and make it basic for the tenants to get organizations.
- Whenever, wherever induction to the chronicles by the inhabitant.

NINE PILLARS OF DIGITAL INDIA

Computerized India Progressed India vision expects to change India into an information based economy. It is a program that is run and hopes to pass on great administration to residents through a facilitated and incorporated responsibility with the focal government and the state government.

SCOPE

Advanced Locker is a management system operated by the Government of India which empowers Indian citizens to keep certain authorized records in the cloud. Managers have been identified in reducing the need to deliver real reports, and it is important for the work of Digital India Government officials.
Invalid Users can’t login to site. She/he should initially enroll with site.
User can choose Encryption key
User can share reports across various organizations.
Maintains all Customers and Company subtleties.
User can add and erase the Documents.
Admin Can Change the Password and without any problem.
Admin can check Login Details of all the User and organizations.

ACHIEVEMENT
The Digital Locker framework has the accompanying favorable circumstances: a) **Print whenever from anyplace** - All electronic records will be in a printable arrangement empowering clients to print whenever from anyplace. This will assist clients with getting to the reports if there should be an occurrence of any calamity or loss of archives.
b) **Convenience** - No more long lines or strategies to get the reports.
c) **Free of cost** - Digital Locker office is given to Indian Citizen liberated from cost which will empower its use even by lower layers of society.
d) **Shareable** - Residents can undoubtedly impart the reports to different offices/divisions without sharing copies, filter duplicates, archive transfers and so forth. Sharing should effectively be possible even on included telephones by means of SMS and text based frameworks.
e) **Verifiable** - Documents and testaments gave by Government can be confirmed online which will stop the use of phony reports/declarations.
f) **Secure** - Only the proprietor has the option to see and share the records according to his/her necessity and comfort.

CONCLUSION
This Research Paper helps in understanding the creation of a savvy site page and the advances used to complete it. The arrangement of the paper which joins Information Model and Cycle Model shows how the data base is functioned with different tables, how the data is gotten to and arranged from the tables. The mix of advanced innovation into Corona virus strategy and reactions could be one of a few attributes highlights of nations that have straightened their Corona virus occurrences bends and kept up low mortality Corona virus pandemic constrained individuals to utilize advanced storage application. there is an extraordinary flood in the utilization of such application. not all individuals are agreeable and in any event, ready to utilize e-locker. in this setting we endeavor to catch the agreeableness and security worries of e-locker clients and the impact segment variable like gender it.

The PM Modi imagines changing our country and making openings for all inhabitants by outfitting advanced turns of events. Besides, Digital Locker is one longing which will consider best practices from around the world to from this vision of digital India reality.
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